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CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT 
 
Amy Coopman (Missouri)  
Date of admission to practice: 1995 (KS), 1996 (MO) 
Your present position: Partner 
Size of your firm: 30 attorneys 
Year you became a NELA member: 1997 
Name of NELA Affiliate(s): Kansas City NELA 
What percentage of your professional legal work is devoted to the 
representation of employees and/or their interests? ~85-90% 
 
It is an honor to run for a third term on the NELA Executive Board. 
Throughout the six years I have served on the NELA Board, and 
for many years before that, NELA lawyers have been fighting for 
and protecting America’s workers. But things feel different now. 
There is more on the line, and we need to find our collective voice 
and fight even harder for our clients. 
 
In a frequently repeated campaign and post-election pledge, 
President Trump promised that “the American worker will finally have a president who will protect them 
and fight for them.” To put it mildly, his administration has not fulfilled this promise. Instead, the 
workplace has become more divisive, more discriminatory, and more harassing toward the people we 
represent. So I ask for your vote to allow me another three years on the NELA Executive Board. There 
is so much at stake. I want to help fortify this organization as the number one nationwide plaintiffs’ law 
firm that will truly protect and fight for America’s workers. 
 
How do we accomplish this goal? Membership, financial stability, and diversity are the three short 
answers to this question. 
 
1. Membership: a strong organization has committed members. 
 
I have served as a leader on the NELA Executive Committee five of the six years I have been on the 
Executive Board, first as Secretary and now as Treasurer. I have also been privileged to serve on two 
NELA Convention Committees, the Joint Fundraising Committee, Membership Committee, 
NELA/Institute Joint Relationship Committee, Legislative Action Team, and the ABA Judicial Ratings 
Task Force. In all of these activities, I have witnessed countless hours of hard work contributed by 
committed NELA volunteers. If I am fortunate enough to serve a third term, I will continue to reach out 
to potential new members to show them all the wonderful, helpful things NELA has to offer to anyone 
who wants to advance employee rights. It is also important to encourage current members to take on 
greater leadership roles so that we can continue to provide outstanding member services. 
 
 
 
 

 



2. Fundraising: a strong organization has financial stability. 
 
I am a lifelong Midwesterner. Sometimes I am what we call a “plain speaker.” So I will speak plainly: 
now is the time to put your money where your mouth is. In other words, NELA and The Institute need 
our financial support. We need a strong financial foundation in order to be an effective (and loud) voice 
fighting on behalf of America’s workers. I have extensive experience as a non-profit and charitable 
board member. These experiences have helped me understand the importance and art of raising 
money. If I am elected to a third Executive Board term, I will do whatever I can to continue to raise 
funds to ensure the long-term viability of NELA and Institute programs and initiatives. One of my 
favorite activities on the Joint Fundraising Committee is our annual Thank-A-Thon when I get to offer 
sincere thanks to members for their financial support. We need to continue to cultivate new sources of 
funding in the years to come, and I am willing to roll up my sleeves and work hard to improve NELA and 
The Institute’s financial stability. 
 
3. Diversity: a strong organization has diverse membership and leadership. 
 
Organizations and the boards that lead them are at their best when there is a diversity of culture, 
thinking, experience, and perspective. We must continue to make this a priority in NELA. As nonprofit 
executive Vu Le noted, “If your board is not representative of the community you claim to serve, then 
you are furthering the injustice you seek to fight.” It is important to me as a NELA leader to encourage 
and develop diversity in our Board, general membership, and judiciary. 


